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2013-2015 IES PROGRESS REPORT

No Progress on Traditional Fixtures and Sources



“ADOPTION OF LIGHT-EMITTING DIODES IN COMMON LIGHTING APPLICATIONS”

Above table from DOE/Navigant July 2014 Report

 While adoption growth rates have been very impressive in the last two 
years, SSL market shares remain modest. From 2012 to 2014, LED 

installations increased in all applications, more than quadrupling to 215 million 
units overall. Market penetration climbed to 3% overall, versus less than 1% in 

2012. 

 Outdoor LED applications enjoyed a 10% share of the 2014 market. In 

contrast, LEDs earned only a 2.8% share across indoor applications. In terms of 

units, however, indoor lighting represents a significantly larger market than 
outdoor lighting. 

DOE SSL Postings 7-23-15



http://insideclimatenews.org/news/20082015/lighting-paradox-cheaper-efficient-led-

save-energy-use-rises

"I am doubtful that we will save any energy by going to LED lights," said Thomas 

Theis, director of the Institute for Environmental Science and Policy at the University 

of Illinois at Chicago. 

http://insideclimatenews.org/news/20082015/lighting-paradox-cheaper-efficient-led-save-energy-use-rises


http://www.buildings.com/news/industry-news/articleid/19219/title/lighting-control-

market-set-to-double-by-2024.aspx



SSL INTEGRATION 

Normal people believe that if it ain't 

broke, don't fix it. Power 

electronics engineers believe that 

if it ain't broke, it doesn't have 

enough features yet.



http://www.extremetech.com/extreme/211751-the-worlds-first-white-laser-could-

revolutionize-lighting-and-display-tech

Incandescent bulbs have given way to CFL and LEDs, but these lighting technologies 

may be destined for extinction as well. A team of scientists at Arizona State University 

have developed a laser that can produce pure white light that is brighter and more 

efficient than even the best LEDs. Technically, the laser itself isn’t white from the start, 

but the clever use of nanomaterials allows three colored beams to become one white 

beam.

http://www.extremetech.com/extreme/211751-the-worlds-first-white-laser-could-revolutionize-lighting-and-display-tech


http://www.nbi.ku.dk/english/news/news15/nanowires-could-be-the-leds-of-the-future/? 

http://www.nbi.ku.dk/english/news/news15/nanowires-could-be-the-leds-of-the-future/


http://www.engadget.com/2015/06/17/graphene-light-bulb/

Forget LED light bulbs... in the future, your lighting may be made from 

carbon. Columbia University researchers have built a light bulb chip

that superheats graphene to produce illumination. While that's the 

same basic concept that you see in an incandescent bulb, the 

graphene filament measures just one atom thick -- this is the world's 

thinnest light bulb, and may be close to being the thinnest possible. 

It's transparent, too, which could suit it to see-through displays.

[Image credit: Myung-Ho Bae/KRISS]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature

=player_embedded&v=DaxKbATmTCE

http://www.engadget.com/2015/06/17/graphene-light-bulb/
http://www.engadget.com/2014/11/28/graphene-stronger-than-kevlar-when-blasted-with-mach-9-microbull/
http://engineering.columbia.edu/worlds-thinnest-light-bulb%E2%80%94graphene-gets-bright
http://www.engadget.com/2015/06/10/samsung-mirror-transparent-display/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=DaxKbATmTCE


http://www.deccanherald.com/content/492346/lamp-runs-8-hours-water.html
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